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KEY ELEMENT #1:   
G+ Stream Profile Setup 

 
In working on your profile and photos try and make them reflect your story and what 
benefits your offer visitors.  Don’t forget some keywords. 

Login and go to plus.google.com.  You should now see your G+ stream.  Hover over 
<HOME> in the upper left corner and a drop down menu will appear like below. Click on 
<PROFILE> 
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Once you are at the profile, look across the top menu and click on <ABOUT> 

 

Click on the "Edit" link in each section to add information (underlined in above diagram) 

Make sure you add your story and contact information. 
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KEY ELEMENT #2:   
Cover and Profile Photos 

 

Cover Photo:  

1. For best results the cover graphic or photo should be 2120 x 1192 pixels and the 
cover photo should “TELL YOUR STORY”.  So if you are a speaker, the photo should 
be of you speaking, if you do interviews the photo should be of you doing an 
interview etc.   

 

You can also set yourself up a “series” of cover photo’s that you change 
on a regular rotation if you have multiple stories. 

 

2. Pay attention to the left portion of your cover photo/graphic as Google has changed 
the layout effective 13 Nov 2013.  They will put the overlay with your profile picture 
over top and it may change up what your cover photo looks like, particularly 
dependent on the color of the cover photo background.  Be sure to check it when 
done. 
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Hot Off The Press!  Google has JUST rolled out these changes to the 
cover photo.  Besides the bigger space the profile image now takes up 
as mentioned above, note the information below Glenn’s profile picture.   
Does yours say what you want it to say as a first impression?  Gives you 
an immediate bit of information about the person who’s profile you are 

looking at.  The images at the bottom of Glenn’s picture are (in order left to right) You 
Are In His Circles | Hangout with him | drop down offers a) Mute Glenn and b) 
Report/block Glenn. 

Note the same icons now appear in the very top of the image below.  This image is the 
top of the screenshot of what Glenn would see when looking at Karen’s stream. The 
green box is the name of Glenn’s circle that Karen is in. 

 

 

3. When you are in your own plus stream <HOME> <PROFILE> the area of the large top 
photo has a black box that says <CHANGE PHOTO> in the images bottom right 
corner.  Click that to upload your new photo/graphic.  Once it is uploaded simply 
click on the cover photo itself and a new box area will appear where you can add a 
caption.  Use this for keywords or a call to action. 
 

4. If you see someone’s profile with this cover photo it means they have not optimized 
it or their profile.  These may not be your best ones for circles if they have not even 
optimized their profile yet. 
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Profile Image: 

Profile image works just like your profile image on other social media such as Facebook 
or Linked In.  Use the same photo if you wish. 

When you use the <HOME> menu to go to <PROFILE>, hover your mouse over your 
profile image area and an option to change the image will appear. 

Tag your profile image: 

Go to <PROFILE>, <PHOTOS> (under cover photo) and double click on your profile 
photo.  It will open in a new window.  Now hover your mouse over your image face until 
a white ring appears.  You can add your name in the white box under that ring if not 
already there.  Add a description to the right of the black area and use the x in the upper 
right corner to exit.  This will help your google juice. 
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KEY ELEMENT #3:   
Notifications 

 
1. Click on your image in the upper right of your plus.google.com.  Choose the blue 

<account> link (You will see Account – Privacy).  Then on the screen that looks 
similar to below, click the <Google+> in the left side menu. 
 

2. Look at and set your Notification Settings.  You can always come back and make 
changes.  Highlighted are some recommendations: 
 

 
In above diagram we recommend the circled choices.  The yellow arrow pointing to 
customize is where you can determine which of your circles can hangout with you. 
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Keep scrolling down on this page as per the following diagrams (yellow x means leave 
unchecked and yellow checkmark means we recommend you check it – anything not 
marked is up to you): 
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In above diagram we recommend you set that to only friends/family circles that you 
trust, whose tags are automatically approved. 
 
There is no need to show Google+ community posts on your stream as you can see them 
in the community itself. 
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See below diagram to see where to delete your entire G+ account should you decide to 
do that in future. 
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See Your Notifications From Your G+ Stream 

 
Look in the upper right corner by your small image for a bell shaped icon.  If there is a 
number in a red square on top of the icon it means you have that many new 
notifications.  Click the bell icon to see them.  Your Notification Settings affect what you 
see here and receive by email. 
 

Google Calendar Notifications: 
 
G+ Event invitations can automatically be added to your Google calendar and you just 
have to go there to join the hangout.  One notification we recommend when doing that 
is: 
Go to www.google.com/calendar and select the gear icon dropdown upper right.  
Choose <settings> in the dropdown.   Scroll down until you find the following 
(Automatically add invitations to my calendar) and choose the NO option. 
 

 

 

http://www.google.com/calendar
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KEY ELEMENT #4:   
Setting Up Google+ Circles 

 
Circles is Google’s way of grouping.  They are used in Gmail, Maps, Google Drives, 
YouTube and other Google services. 
 
So you need to put some thought into how you want to group your G+ connections. 
 
At home you might have email groups divided into Friends, Family, Co-Workers etc so 
you can fire off one email to everyone that would be interested without filling others 
inboxes with information they would not be interested in.  At work you might have 
divisions like Vendors & Suppliers. 
 
You need to create and manage what makes sense to you and your purpose for being on 
Google Plus. 
 
When you go and look at the posts in your G+ Stream, they will reflect what circles and 
choices you have created.  Who have you surrounded yourself with?  Is the topic of 
interest to you?  These will all affect your experience and results. 
 
CREATE AROUND THEMES AND NETWORK STRATEGICIALLY 
 
It is recommended that you: 
 

1. Keep circles to a maximum of 150 people, chosen by you 
 

2. Build your circles according to themes or topics that work with your purpose in 
using G+, your family, your personal interests or your work topics. 
 

3. If you are using G+ for lead generation you could do a bit of both, have specific 
topic circles and another circle for unknown contacts that you will filter as you 
go. 
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KEY ELEMENT #5:   
Adding People to Circles 

 
In order to keep up with google+, attend other hangouts and host your own hangouts, 
you need to grow your Google+ Circles.  This is similar to your “connections” on LinkedIn 
and Facebook or the equivalent of adding contacts to your database. 
 
Let’s look at your circles first and learn how to add people to your circles:   
In your G+ stream left hand menu go to <PEOPLE>.  You will now see a menu across the 
top: 
 

 
 
Start with <YOUR CIRCLES>.  Do you already have some circles?  If so you will see them 
here and can manage them by dragging and dropping the people inside of them. 
 
You can also create new circles here.  Simply click on the circle with the large plus sign 
and enter the name for the circle. 
 
If you have people in the upper portion of this page that are not already in your circles 
simply drag and drop them into an appropriate circle. 
 
Now look at <HAVE YOU IN CIRCLES> 
 
If you already have each person in a circle the box under their picture and information 
will be green and show the name of the circle you have them in. 
 
If the box at the bottom of their information is White and says “Add” you do NOT have 
them in your circles.  If you wish to add them simply hover your mouse over the “ADD” 
area and a popup will appear with the names of your current circles.  Simply scroll 
through and choose which to add them to.  If you want to add them to a circle you don’t 
have already simply click on the link at the bottom of the popup named “Create new 
circle” and once created that person will be in that circle. 
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Using Email to add those who have you in circles.  Check your email 
for messages that others have added you to their circles.  You can 
directly add them to your circles by hovering your mouse over the 
red box that says “Add Them To Your Circles”.  Choose the desired 
circle and you are done.  You can delete this email message.  If the 
box in the message is green, it means you already have them in your 
circles and you can delete the message. 

 
If you want to find new people by category try the <DISCOVER> section. 
You can also use <FIND PEOPLE> to find others to connect to, including through your 
gmail contacts, your work and education entries in your profile. 
 

The number of people you can have in circles is maximum 5000.   
There is software out there that can help you determine who is not 
active so you can remove them and add more active people. (i.e. 
Circloscope). 
Another good item to install is the Chrome “Circlecount” extension.  
More on these later. 

 
One other way to add people is while you are looking at your G+ stream posts and 
comments. 
 
If you see someone you would like to add to your circles simply hover your mouse over 
their picture in the top left of the posts.  If their information pops up with a green box 
with their circle name, you already have them in your circles (which will be common on 
your stream) but if they are not already in your circles the popup will have the white 
<ADD> box instead of a green one.  You know the drill at this point.  Give it a try… 
 

 Don’t forget to add me to your circles…. +Glenn Dietzel 
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KEY ELEMENT #6:   
Circle Management 

 
So now you’ve been so busy adding people to your circles – are you getting just too 
many notifications?  Your inbox is full all the time…. You can make changes that will help 
with a combination of edits to your Notifications and your Circles. 
 
Let’s start with setting up EACH CIRCLE’s notifications individually.  We can reduce the 
number of notifications we get if we tell G+ which circles we want to hear from today 
and which we don’t. 
 
Go to <HOME> and notice the list of your circles names in a menu across the top of the 
page. 
 
Click one of the Circles names i.e. Family.  Now your stream shows only posts from this 
circle and you have a box with “In this Circle” top right.  In the top right corner of that 
box is a “bell icon”, the word “off” or “on” and a “cog wheel”. 
 
The “bell icon” turns notifications (for this circle ONLY) On or Off.  If off, the bell icon is 
grey.  If on, the bell icon is red. 
 
Now click on the cog wheel and notice your options there: 

1. Show posts in home stream, and 
2. Amount (More, Standard or Fewer) 

 
You can turn off notifications for all circles except the ones you want to connect with 
immediately. 
 
Another alternative is to choose a circle on a regular time frame (i.e. every Thursday for 
Business Consultants, every Wednesday for Family) turn on notifications and Amount 
“More” and review.  Do the same for each circle as time permits. 
 
There will be more on circle management in future modules.  This is an area where you 
need to test and work at connecting until you find the way that works for your interests 
and goals. 
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KEY ELEMENT #7:   
G+ Daily / Weekly Interaction 

 
There are two things you want to do: 
 

1. INTERACT = +1, comment, share and mention others +NAME and welcome new 
circle members 

2. POST = daily 
 

The estimated time that a G+ Post is visible (near the top) and 
working for you is 3 hours (unless it is widely shared).  For this 
reason, one thing done with long video or text posts is to divide 
them into 3 or 4 separate parts.  Then upload one every 3 or 4 
hours. 
 

INTERACTION 

A. Daily, Click on the red number, on the black bell icon, upper right corner of 
plus.google.com, next to your picture.  Below it will show recent circle additions, 
posts and more.  Look at these to pick some to interact with.  
 

Note the 3 grey/black bars in the top grey area, right hand 
side, just below your picture.  Hover over and it tells you 
“Mark All As Read”.  Once you’ve handled any notifications 
that could be responded to in some way you can mark them 
as read so next time you look here old one’s will not be 
mixed in with the new ones. 

  
See image below: 
 
For example:  Jason, Grahame and Tarcelita added Karen to their circles.  She 
could send them a private email saying “Thanks, Which circle should I add you 
to?”  or “what is your expertise so I know what circle to add you to?”. 
 
Also, “thanks for your message on ???, I love ??? too, please notify me when 
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posting on that.” 

 
 

B. Or, review the new posts on the stream, find one you like, +1 it by clicking on the 
+1 box, then comment on it.  If possible use +their name in the comment.  If you 
+their name  (+Glenn Dietzel) they will get a notice and see that you liked their 
post and possibly interact back.  (To share the post use the box with the arrow 
curving right as in the image below) 
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C. Be sure to +1, share and comment in areas of your expertise.  If you +1 and 
comment on someone’s post you should try and include +TheirName in the 
comment or share and it gives them a better ranking.  If you have others do that 
for you it will improve your ranking.  i.e. “+FirstLastName how great that you 
shared this so that we can all…….” 

 
 

D. Check “What’s Hot List” (under “Home” on plus.google.com/stream) to find 
posts to +1, share or comment on and also to see what type of posts other’s are 
sharing. 
 

E. Stay consistent with what “YOUR STORY” is about when you comment or share. 
 

F. Click on hashtags in posts in your stream to see other posts with that same #tag.  
So if you find a post with a #tag that fits with your story i.e. #video marketing, 
click it to find other posts to comment on or share. 

 

Increase your “Google Juice” by increasing your attention to the 
following Engagement Levels.  See how many +1’s and shares you can 
get on one of your posts. 
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Note Engagement Levels (social influence) are: 

+1 is 1st (lowest) 

Comment is 2nd, 

Sharing is 3rd, 

Hangout Private (Party) is 4th, 

Hangout On Air (Public) is 5th, 

Hangout On Air (Private) is 6th (highest) 

 
Also See this G+ Post for an interesting interpretation of what you could be saying when 
you +1 somebody’s post. 
https://plus.google.com/+GplusExpertise/posts/UBmsCHocPqf 
 
ACTION STEP 
 
Find one of my posts on my G+ stream that you like.  +1 it.  Go ahead and comment or 
share it as well. 
 
 

 

 

https://plus.google.com/+GplusExpertise/posts/UBmsCHocPqf
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KEY ELEMENT #8:   
G+ Daily / Posting and Status Updates 

 

 

An “Optimized Post” consists of: 

 Bolded Title (separate) then body text 

 # tag (keyword) 

 Media (Image or video) 

 Written in everyday language 

 Link button in image above is Do-Follow so use it 
 
Note: In posts/status updates you can use *bold*  (see the title in post below) _italic_ 
(see the word “Vegas” in post below)  and –strikethrough-   Simply type the appropriate 
* _ or – before and after the desired text.   
 
If you add # tag(s) to the bottom of the posted message when you type it, the post will 
automatically add it in the shaded area on top right.   
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1. Have at least 1 strategic post a day with good content. 
 

2. Get carried away in becoming a reporter on the authorities you follow.  Find 
good people to watch their posts.  When you find one you like, +1 it, then 
“share” it (adding a comment of your own to the top)  If you can add a 
+firstname lastname (+Glenn Dietzel) or a #tag that is also good. 
 

3. Ask Questions…. Create fill-in-the-blank sentences and ask them to fill in the 
blank. 
 

4. Start a new post with a keyword title Any #tags you want should be on it’s own 
line below the post body.  i.e. #newgurumodel 
  

(At the time of the creation of this guide there is a tool called 
SearchTriggers.com where you can see the competitive level 
of keywords i.e. green means go ahead, great.  Yellow 
means it’s a bit more competitive and red means it is too 
competitive, don’t bother).   

 
Video or InfoGraphics are also great for new posts.  Marry up #tags with images.  Create 
infographics about well known people who are still living and reshare with +their name.  
This is a good site to get images to post with:   
 
https://www.google.com/search?q=inspirational+quotes&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X
&ei=OZndUfb2NsWTyQGn9IEI&sqi=2&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1280&bih=939 
 

 

 

 

  

https://www.google.com/search?q=inspirational+quotes&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=OZndUfb2NsWTyQGn9IEI&sqi=2&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1280&bih=939
https://www.google.com/search?q=inspirational+quotes&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=OZndUfb2NsWTyQGn9IEI&sqi=2&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1280&bih=939
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KEY ELEMENT #9:   
Discover Your Competition and Improve Your Profile Story 

 
How to discover your competition on G+.   

 Use their information to determine any changes you might need to make to your 
differentiation in your profile story. 

 Model the competition and engage the competition if you feel that would work 
to your benefit. 

 

 
Start by searching INSIDE Google+ 

1. Enter your keyword or search phrase in the Google+ search bar near the top of 
your plus.google.com page (“business consultant” above) 

2. Click on the blue magnifying glass icon 
3. When it is done searching you will see a page similar to the image above and you 

need to click on “People and pages” 
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4. Now you will see below all G+ People and Pages that have “business consultant” 
somewhere on their profile/posts.  The search shows PAGES before PEOPLE.  So 
you will need to scroll down to see “people”.  You can tell the difference by what 
the white box at the bottom of each person or pages area says.  FOLLOW = 
PAGE, ADD = PEOPLE. 
 

You can also try a search of the same phrase, term or keyword with a # tag in front of it.  
i.e. #business consultant. 
 
Now search OUTSIDE Google+ 
 
Copy the URL at the top of the page of the search you want to move to a Non G+ 
environment.  In Google Chrome you can use Command-Shift-N to open a new page.  
Now paste that URL into the page and see what differences there are, if any. 
 

***HOMEWORK:   

 CREATE & POST AT LEAST ONE OPTIMIZED POST 

 Add me to one of your circles or +My Name (+Glenn Dietzel) so I will see your 
post. 

 
To message someone “privately” you essentially send them a post on 
their stream.  Do a status update and make sure you remove everyone 
from the “Invite” area, including any circles that auto appear there.  
Just leave the one person you want to message’s name there.  Start the 
update with +TheirName and type your message. 

Once the post appears in your stream you can click the top right corner and choose 
“Disable reshares” to ensure they cannot share that post.  They will receive a 
“notification” (the red message area top right by our picture) and an email.  Remember 
however that there is always a possibility that someone else might see the message 
somehow (i.e. a screen shot) so do not share information you would be embarrassed if it 
got out.  Use your email for that. 
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KEY ELEMENT #10: 
Create Status Update of Event 

 
In your G+ stream click on “Home” in left menu.  At the top left of the stream is the area 
where you can “Share what’s new”.  We will share the event we just created using the 
“share” link we copied just prior to this section. 
 

1. Click on the V icon upper right of the event and get it’s “share link” as noted 
above, 
 

2. Under “Share what’s new” are icons for “Photos”, “Link”, “Video” etc.  Choose 
the “LINK” and paste in the URL from 1 above. 
 

3. Enter some text in the “share what’s new” part i.e. Have you heard, I’m 
sharing….. and don’t want you to miss it…. 
 

4. In the “To:” area add your circles.  That will make a checkbox appear below that 
says “Also send email to your circles”.  Check that box. 
 

5. Click “share” and it’s done. 
 
(Note:  This can also be done after the event is over to share the replay URL) 
 
Remember that sending mass email to people who don’t know you is considered 

“spamming”.  Most G plussers communicate to their contacts and 
ask if they agree to receive email (similar to a double optin 
autoresponder) then place them in a circle named something like 
“agrees to receive email”.  They then only include that circle in their 
status update and checkmark the “Send email”. 
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BONUS: 
Examples of How We Monetize Our Hangouts 

 
1. Promote / Sell our Programs (including our high end programs) on Google 

Hangouts:

 
 

2. Use Hangout Recordings to garner MEDIA attention: 
(http://media.release.s3.amazonaws.com/Media_Contact_Omega.pdf) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://media.release.s3.amazonaws.com/Media_Contact_Omega.pdf
http://media.release.s3.amazonaws.com/Media_Contact_Omega.pdf
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3. Promote our OMEGA MIND™ mastermind AND coach mastermind group 
privately: 

 
Watch the Hangout recording: http://youtu.be/ax7YE539cVY 
 

4. Move leads to our website and blog for further education: 
(http://newgurumodel.com/hangout) 

 
 

 
 
 

http://youtu.be/ax7YE539cVY
http://newgurumodel.com/hangout)
http://youtu.be/ax7YE539cVY
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5. Capture lead contact information using hangout recordings and texting: 

 
 
Hangout recordings (downloaded from your YouTube account) can be shared 
anywhere.  Use a text campaign software to create your text campaigns and 
then use a product like “Viewbix” to display the information around the 
recording.  You can also turn it into a podcast. 
 
Text the above keyword to the above noted number to see how it works… 
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6. Leverage Google Hangouts like we do at our Private and Exclusive Events like 
“Christmas at the Canadian Lake Home™”, “OMEGA MIND™” and “Vegas 
Sandcastle Private One Day Business Acceleration Intensive™”: 
 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
Vegas Sandcastle 
http://newgurumodel.com/oneday/ 

 
Christmas at the Canadian Lake Home™:  http://www.newgurumodel.com/cclh/ 
Vegas Sandcastle:  http://newgurumodel.com/oneday/ 

http://newgurumodel.com/oneday
http://www.newgurumodel.com/cclh/
http://newgurumodel.com/oneday

